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We give an extremely easy proof of the atomic decomposition for distributions in ϋP(R+ +1 ), 0 < p < 1. Our proof uses only properties of the nontangential maximal function u*. We then adapt our argument to give a "direct" proof of the Chang-Fefferman decomposition for JF(R (γ r ) β = Σ Λ λ Λ « Λ , where λ R are numbers and the a R are functions (called "elementary particles") satisfying:
(i) supp a R c R c Ω where R = I X J, I, J dyadic intervals, and R denotes the triple of R.
ίa ( Until now, proofs of the atomic decomposition have relied on showing that w* e L p implies that some auxiliary function (such as the "grand" maximal function or the S-function) is in L p . In this paper, we give proofs which get the atoms directly from "w* e L p ".
REMARK. Our argument is somewhat like that of A. P. Calderόn in [1]. Calderόn's "w*" is the sum of two real-variable maximal functions. He writes his reproducing formula (see below) in terms of one kernel, and uses the other kernel to control the L°° size of his atoms. Our proof uses Green's Theorem to get L 2 bounds. This approach lets us adapt our proof to the bidisc setting, where L 00 atoms do not seem to be the "right" ones.
II. The case H P (R 2 + ).
Let ψ e C°°(R) be real, radial, supp ψc {\χ\ < 1}, ψ has the cancellation property γ), and θ= -1. In order to do our proof in R^X R+, we need tents, and we need a way to do Green's Theorem. For these, we need some notation.
Fory > 0, sety~\p(t/y) = ψ (t).
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For (/, y) = (t l9 y l9 1 2 , y 2 ) e (R 2 ) 2 , let R ty be the rectangle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes, centered at (t l9 1 2 ) ^ R 2 , and with dimensions 2y λ X 2y 2 .
Take/ e L 2 Π /F, w = P Λ P Λ * /(the double Poisson integral of/). Let ψ be as in II but with cancellation corresponding to (iii). Then Let M be the strong maximal function. Let ε > 0 be small, to be chosen later. Define
It is a fact that
where we set λ^ = C2 
